Modelling photosynthesis and its control.
The dynamic and steady-state behaviour of a computer simulation of the Calvin cycle reactions of the chloroplast, including starch synthesis and degradation, and triose phosphate export have been investigated. A major difference compared with previous models is that none of the reversible reactions are assumed to be at equilibrium. The model can exhibit alternate steady states of low or high carbon assimilation flux, with hysteresis in the transitions between the steady states induced by environmental factors such as phosphate and light intensity. The enzymes which have the greatest influence on the flux have been investigated by calculation of their flux control coefficients. Different patterns of control are exhibited over the assimilation flux, the flux to starch and the flux to cytosolic triose phosphate. The assimilation flux is mostly sensitive to sedoheptulose bisphosphatase and Rubisco, with the exact distribution depending on their relative activities. Other enzymes, particularly the triose phosphate translocator, become more influential when other fluxes are considered. These results are shown to be broadly consistent with observations on transgenic plants.